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            							Thanks to timely event notification
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            							Stay connected with the user regardless of location
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            						Send bulk SMS worldwide

            						Atomic SMS sender is a leading provider of bulk SMS sending. 
We encompass more than 800 networks in more than 200 countries all over the world.

            					

            				

            				
            					
            						Send SMS online at low prices

            						Our service is one of the biggest bulk SMS senders and we can offer you wholesale prices: the more SMS messages you send, the less they cost.

            						Do you want to know all the prices 
for international mailing?

            						See all prices
            					

            					
            						            							
            								
            									Countries 

            									Price per 1 SMS/ Wholesale route 

            								

            								
            									                                                                                                    Canada
$ 0.01

India
$ 0.01

Italy
$ 0.02

Turkey
$ 0.01

United Arab Emirates
$ 0.03

United Kingdom
$ 0.02

United States
$ 0.01

                                                            									

            								

            							            							
            								Given prices are informational. For more details on discounts, please contact us at            								sales@atompark.com
            							

            						

            					

            				

            			

            		


         

            
            	
            		
            			Key service features

            			
            				
            					            							
            									
            										
            										Dynamic sender ID

            									
            								
	
            									
            										
            										Easy and fast sending process

            									
            								
	
            									
            										
            										Text messages personalization

            									
            								
	
            									
            										
            										Detailed delivery reports

            									
            								
	
            									
            										
            										Subscription forms

            									
            								


            						            					

            					            						
            							            								
            									
            										
            											Dynamic sender ID

            											Specify any sender name, which the recipient will see in the “From” line and send anonymous SMS. No prior registration is needed. The name must be comprised of only alpha-numeric symbols. It can be changed dynamically and set separately for every campaign. 

            											            											

            												
            													Sign Up
            													Get free SMS to test our service after registration!
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            											Easy and fast sending process

            											Simply write the text and choose recipients

Create and send SMS messages online. Create bulk SMS campaigns in your Member area after the free registration process.


You don't need any specific skills to use our mass sms sender - just write the text of your SMS, load your contact list, and press “Send”. In a few seconds, your message will appear on your recipients’ mobile screens.

            											            											

            												
            													Sign Up
            													Get free SMS to test our service after registration!
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            											Text messages personalization

            											When sending bulk SMS to your clients, you can add personalizable information, which will be customized to your recipient. This can be: name, date of birth, promotional code number, etc.

 

            											            											

            												
            													Sign Up
            													Get free SMS to test our service after registration!
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            											Detailed delivery reports

            											
By analyzing the effectiveness of every campaign, you can work on improving the quality of your SMS marketing strategy.

Statistics are available in the form of graphs and tables in the SMS Service panel. This area contains information about delivery statuses, time, and the price of your SMS deliveries.


 
            											            											

            												
            													Sign Up
            													Get free SMS to test our service after registration!
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            											Subscription forms

            											You can create customized web forms for subscription to your SMS sendings. Allow recipients to specify the date when they are ready to get text notifications from you. It will take you just a few minutes to do this. Learn more how to set up the date of receiving SMS. Use the available features, double opt-in method of subscription (with phone number verification), and HTML code generation.

            											            											

            												
            													Sign Up
            													Get free SMS to test our service after registration!
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            			How to start
 sending bulk SMS 
online

            			Bulk text messaging is a perfect instant broadcasting technology. The simplest way to start your SMS campaign it’s to send bulk SMS messages right from your browser.

            		

            		            			
            				            					
            						1

            						Create an SMS Sender account

            					

            					            					
            						2

            						Choose dynamic sender ID

            					

            					            					
            						3

            						Enter your recipients’ phone numbers or upload the list of recipients

            					

            					            					
            						4

            						Type a short message or choose  text from the templates

            					

            					            					
            						5

            						Click “Send” and your message will be sent to your country or worldwide immediately!
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            					Upon creating your account, you get free SMS to test how SMS Sender works

            					If you like the service, you can top up the account for send SMS from your SMS Sender control panel, or top up the account right now.

            					
            						Get Started            						Learn more            					
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            		One account, many ways to send

            		Send SMS from the Atomic SMS Sender web service, via the API, and from the desktop application. 
Choose one of the methods or use all of them at the same time.

            		
            			            					
            						
            							SMS API integration

            							Atomic SMS Sender supports SMS gateway integration with a free connection. Any project can be effectively complemented by sending and monitoring SMS delivery.
															
            																	
            									See integrations and API description
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            							Send bulk SMS online

            							Sing up and send SMS online through your personal account at Atomic SMS Sender.
															
            							            									Sign Up
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            							Atomic SMS Sender Desktop

            							It is a professional software for sending bulk text SMS via the Internet. Install Atomic SMS Sender Desktop on your computer and use it together with other AtomPark applications.
															
            							            									
            										Download
            										Learn more
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							Who have already tried 
Atomic SMS Sender

							
								
									Atomic SMS Sender is rated
									rating based on									77 reviews
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						We won’t be able to tell about ourselves better than our clients who have already felt all the advantages of working with AtomPark Software products. 

 Do you feel like leaving a testimonial for a product?

						Leave a testimonial
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								International companies using our software and services:
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					Sing up and start sending SMS
with Atomic SMS Sender

					Top up the account for send SMS from your SMS Sender control panel, or top up the account right now

					
						Download
						Top up account
					

				

			

                
        
                        What is Bulk SMS Sender

SMS is one of the most effective communication channels. You may use it in your marketing campaigns fast & easy. All you need is to create a short text to send out to your opted-in users.   SMS communication channel brings the highest rates of openness and readings and awesome customer experience. Careful SMS segmentation and sending messages with a professional Bulk SMS Sender helps smooth the process and boost your SMS campaign results.

What are the Benefits of SMS Sends

To receive SMS, you do not need the Internet connection, and if the recipient is offline, he/she will receive the message as soon as he/she returns to the network. The SMS may contain the sender's name and text, where you can insert a useful link, which gives numerous advantages for your marketing campaigns.

A short message is the cheapest option for communicating with a client. Short messages used in SMS are read immediately after receiving it 97% of all cases. Bulk SMS can be the only way to instantly notify the client about upcoming discounts, newsletters, successful money transfer, and other important information. Unlike emails, SMS messages are hard to ignore, lose or leave unnoticed.

You may send SMS from PC in a few minutes. Send messages over the Internet from your website or via API. Notify customers about promotions and discounts and automate sending messages from your application, CRM, or website.

The goal of any business is profit, and most of it comes from regular customers. Therefore, to attract new clients, or retain their trustworthiness, there are the key SMS sender advantages you should use to the fullest:

Registration

SMS doesn’t require any strict opt-in options. The SMS registration process is fast & safe with reliable senders. All you need is a mobile phone number, e-mail and 30 seconds of your time. Your contacts import doesn’t take much time. Paste from clipboard. Load from Xls, txt, CSV. Clear duplicates. And the personal data is safe.

Adding an Alpha Name

You may add an Alpha Name to ensure trust. Activation usually takes a couple of business days. Free support for any number of names is provided with a trusted SMS sender. A recipient gets such a message just seconds after the delivery starts, and reads it within 3 minutes. This helps to increase loyalty and brand awareness, avoid getting into Spam and so much more.

Global Coverage

Using SMS senders allows conducting mass messaging campaigns from all over the globe via any international mobile operator from any corner of the world, which increases your geography and provides you with a new audience. Full coverage of the target audience is the way to success. Send SMS in any language thanks to Unicode support.

API

Today you do not need any software or coding skills for complex connections and sending mass SMS online. You may connect to API and use SMS sender’s platform as your own. You may integrate any customer or payment management system for balance replenishment, automatic payments and bank transfers. Connect to SMS API and send SMS for your projects cheap & fast.

Speed & Price

Usually, your average campaign may vary from 1 SMS / 5 min to 1000 SMS / min. Latin or Cyrillic. Transliteration is allowed to save space. You may apply extended schedules for triggered messaging, maintaining constant communication with your clients. Your SMS sending may be carried out at a speed of 200-500 SMS/sec! The prices are lower as compared to other advertising types. 

SMS Analytics 

Every trusted platform for SMS messaging offers detailed reports. All message statuses are received from worldwide mobile operators, which help to measure campaign success and increase the percentage of traffic & sales to your businesses and websites. Get the insights you need with the help of SMS analytics dashboards that track SMS status, SMS delivery, compliance status, opt-ins & opt-outs, etc. Real-time analytics gives you the fullest picture.

Why Sending Online SMS with Atomic SMS Sender?

Atomic Bulk SMS Sender service changes the way people communicate and helps businesses of any size deepen their customer relationships & customer experience. Choose Atomic bulk emailing service because:

	
It is designed to provide mobile marketing sending bulk text messages (SMS) from your PC or laptop desktop via the Internet connection;


	
It allows you to send both single and mass text messages directly from your PC desktop;


	
Bulk SMS Software's interface is very intuitive and easy-to-follow;


	
 It is easy to install and set up: all you need is your login info to Atomic SMS Sender service (register it beforehand);


	
Easy to customize and run your mass SMS campaigns;


	
Free to copy and distribute mass texting software to all computers you may want.


	
You may send SMS online all over the world with more than 200 countries and 900 operators;


	
No Spam issues or other violations;


	
Full personal data protection;


	
SMS messaging price is as low as possible on mobile market.




And the last but not the least, this bulk SMS sending software is distributed as freeware, you are charged for SMS messaging only. 

Get started with mass text messaging today together with Atomic Software SMS product!
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            			Everything you wanted to ask about Atomic Email Studio
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            								Why do you need Bulk SMS messaging?
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            								Sending SMS is one of the most effective ways to deliver information. It is an ideal tool for keeping in touch with the target audience, as well as finding new clients. It combines efficiency and high performance. Save your time and money! Atomic SMS Service is the leading provider of bulk text messaging, which provides a fast, reliable and secure way to communicate with potential and existing customers by sending bulk SMS advertisements, alerts, notifications and other text messages.



Regardless of how many people you want to inform, one or tens of thousands, to activate the SMS service, you just need to register your Personal Account (to integrate SMS into your project, use the SMS gateway), add recipient contacts, enter the message text and click the "Send" button. Your SMS campaign will be sent and delivered within a few seconds.


            								            							

            						

            						            						
            							
            								When is automatic SMS sending appropriate?
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	Advertising mailing (for business)
	Information and trigger notifications (e.g. bank account transactions, etc.)
	Sending clients any text information
	Personal mailing (e.g. party invitations, official events, etc.)




            								            							

            						

            						            						
            							
            								What are the costs for SMS mailing? 
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            								Sending SMS has the highest impact among all other advertising messages. Ask yourself: "How often do I read messages on my smartphone?", "How quickly do I open a message after receiving it?" Personal experience will tell you how customers can behave with the offer they received from you.


 
The cost of the service depends on the amount of the top-up. The larger the top-up amount, the cheaper each SMS will cost you.


The cost of sending to different countries can be found after registration in the Calculator section.


 
SMS can be acquired before the registration (in this case, they will be credited to the balance of the automatically created personal account) or to the top-up of your account from the Personal Account after the registration.


            								            							

            						

            						            						
            							
            								What is the speed of SMS delivery?
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            								The average speed of SMS distribution is from 200 SMS / sec. and more.


The message is delivered to the subscriber within 3-10 seconds, depending on the country of destination. In Russia, this period is 3 seconds maximum. Within a few seconds, everything that you want to inform the thousands, millions of your recipients of will become known to each of them.


            								            							

            						

            						            						
            							
            								What is the anti-spam policy of the Atomic SMS service?
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            								Spam mailings often fall under the "Spam" category. Everyone who sends text messages should draw a clear line between mobile marketing and spam. We do not cooperate with organizations or individuals who send unsolicited mailings. Learn more about the anti-spam policy.

            								            							

            						

            						            						
            							
            								What is the ideal purpose of using bulk SMS messaging?
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	 Any type of business, in order to maintain contact with their customers;
	Organizations wishing to notify customers about their promotions and discounts;
	For organizers of public events, etc.




            								            							

            						

            						            						
            							
            								What SMS messages may I send?
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            								Bulk SMS has standard restrictions, which in no way will become an obstacle between you and your customers.


You can send text messages in the GSM alphabet (for example, Latin characters, punctuation symbols) or in Unicode (in fact, in any of the existing languages).


1 message contains a maximum of 160 GSM or 70 Unicode characters (including spaces). Longer messages will be split into parts, a fee will be charged for each part of the message. These messages appear as a single unit on the recipient's phone.


The Atomic SMS panel offers an SMS counter that displays information about the length of the message and its cost.


The maximum length of the name of the sender of SMS ("SMS from" field) is 11 Latin letters or numbers.


Pre-registration of the sender's name is not required (except for mailings within Ukraine).


            								            							

            						

            						            						
            							
            								How to send a message using SMS service?
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	 Register in Atomic SMS free of charge;
	Enter the control panel - security and anonymity are guaranteed;
	 Top-up the balance to activate the service (10 free text messages are provided);
	 Enter the phone numbers of the recipients;
	 Design the text of the notification;
	Provide a return phone number or company name;
	 Choose the time of sending the advertising campaign;
	 Click the "Submit" button.




One of the main advantages of SMS mailing from Atomic Mail is the flexibility of settings and personalization.


To carry out bulk SMS sending, you just need to download the subscriber contacts database (import from a text, EXCEL or CSV file) into the address books.

For each message you send, you can enter any sender's name in Latin letters (it can be either the phone number of your company or just its name), this possibility is also called "changing the name of the SMS sender".


Personalization plays an important role in bulk SMS sending - i.e. substitution of the subscriber's name or any other variable in the message text. A personalized approach to the client ensures that your SMS advertising campaigns have the maximum impact.


The campaign can be sent instantly, in parts, or scheduled for any date in the future.


Every business owner is faced with customers who want to unsubscribe from SMS-mailing. You may unsubscribe recipients in the Exceptions section.


Detailed reports allow you to track the performance of your campaign.
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														Atomic
														 Email Tracker													
												
												Atomic Email Tracker tracks all sent email messages and gathers the statistics of your email campaigns.

												$12.85
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														Atomic
														 Email Hunter													
												
												Program for email grabbers. Automatic collection emails from the websites you visit.

												$89.90
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														Atomic
														 Mail Verifier													
												
												Easily verify and check email lists for validity with our 3-step email verifier software.

												$69.85
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														Atomic
														 Whois Explorer													
												
												Extract email addresses and names of website owners, as well as all domain data from WHOIS database.
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														 Email Logger													
												
												Email harvester designed to search through files stored on your hard drive and extract email addresses.
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														 Mail Sender													
												
												Create and send bulk email campaigns using our reliable bulk email sender with multiple SMTP support.
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